REPLENISH YOUR SOUL.
SOOTHE YOUR BODY.

THE SPA
AT FAIRMONT JASPER PARK LODGE
The grandeur of Jasper does more than simply take your breath away: It inspires you to slow your pace. To breathe deeply. To reflect on the amazing artistry of nature. This reflection underscores every treatment and experience offered at The Spa at Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge.

The bracing air, mountain vistas, majestic forests and cool streams of the surrounding region are reflected in the spa’s design. From the moment you step into the lodge-inspired entrance, you will be soothed by the sigh and sound of water gently flowing over undulating tiers of natural rock. A reflection lounge, accented by pine and stone, provides a restful place to relax alone or with friends in the warm glow of a fire. Our treatment rooms, steam rooms and saunas, reminiscent of pure glacial waters, allow guests to unwind in true mountain luxury, while pine corridors represent the tree-lined paths that win throughout Jasper.

From a Rockies Ritual signature treatment to a Reflections of Blue body treatment, our spa experiences allow guests to participate in nature’s gifts. We also offer customized treatments to help you recover from long days on the golf course or the mountain trails. Whichever treatments you choose, The Spa at Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge ensures an experience unlike any other—one that gives you the time and space you need to breathe, dream and reflect on the natural abundance that surrounds you.
BODY TREATMENTS

FOREST THERAPY $315 | 90 MINUTES
Bring the serenity of nature to your mind, body and skin. Feel restored from the stresses of modern day living, cleansed of pollution and relieved from restlessness and agitation. Forest Therapy’s® unique essential oil blend and treatment massage will reinforce your intention to feel refreshed, tranquil and grounded. Commencing with a cleansing, guided inhalation and tension releasing deep massage, followed with a warm mud mask to recharge through face, hands and feet. Finally, restoring tranquility to the mind with our expert scalp massage.

NEROLI BLOSSOM SENSORY EXPERIENCE $305 | 90 MINUTES
Awaken the senses with the signature aroma of Neroli in this deeply relaxing yet uplifting experience featuring energy balancing, Eucalyptus infused foot cleansing ritual with a reflexology inspired massage to clear the mind, a lymphatic dry brush technique followed by a Neroli Blossom therapeutic meditative massage.

REFLECTIONS OF BLUE $305 | 90 MINUTES
Dreams of Lavender fields kissed by the French sun envelop your senses as you drift on waves of blue. Breathe deep; inhale the calming and balancing benefits of lavender in this balancing and rejuvenating spa experience. To begin, earthly minerals are combined with lavender’s healing properties in an invigorating full body exfoliation. Following is a pampering back, neck and shoulder massage with lavender oil. Then you’ll nourish and relax inside a warm cocoon while a luxurious foot and pressure point scalp massage completes this head-to-toe service.

HONEY AND GINGER BODY ELIXIR $199 | 60 MINUTES
All natural, pure organic honey is coupled with the healing and immune system benefits of ginger in this body scrub ritual. Rich in vitamins, minerals and amino acids, honey contains powerful antioxidants that will leave your skin feeling hydrated, radiant and smooth. The treatment begins with an invigorating scrub, and includes a massage application and wrap.

JASPER WRAP $199 | 60 MINUTES or $299 | 90 MINUTES
This nourishing wrap is designed to relieve muscle tension and promote detoxification and hydration. Following a dry brush exfoliation is a luxurious application of aromatherapy oils and rich mineral crème. While you are cocooned in warm blankets, drift peacefully while your scalp, neck and feet are treated to a soothing massage.

SOLE RENEWAL $199 | 60 MINUTES
Sooth weary feet and tired muscles with an exfoliation of mineral salts and herbal extracts and a revitalizing foot massage. Warming booties and a hand, shoulder and neck massage take you to a new level of relaxation.
COUPLES TREATMENTS

NEROLI BLOSSOM FOR TWO  $609 | 90 MINUTES
Reconnect and awaken the senses with the signature aroma of Neroli in this deeply relaxing yet uplifting experience featuring energy balancing, Eucalyptus infused foot cleansing ritual with a reflexology inspired massage to clear the mind, a lymphatic dry brush technique followed by a Neroli Blossom therapeutic meditative massage.

RETREAT  $399 | 60 MINUTES or $599 | 90 MINUTES
This massage for two is ideal for couples, mothers and daughters, or friends wishing to reconnect. Side-by-side massages with luxurious essential oils help you unwind and allow the pressures of everyday life melt to away.

BODY MASSAGE

DEEP TISSUE  $199 | 60 MINUTES or $299 | 90 MINUTES
Choose between a medium or strong pressure massage to enhance muscle recovery targeting areas sore from exercise or tension of daily life. Medium - deep muscle work is combined with stretching, rocking and circulation enhancing strokes to move lactic acid out of the system. A mild soreness may result. This medium pressure massage is customized to focus on the areas of your body that are most tense - including your head, neck, shoulders, hands and feet –and involves the use of muscle-melting massage oil. This is a great selection after a stressful day.

AROMATHERAPY  $189 | 60 MINUTES or $279 | 90 MINUTES
This personalized massage will help provide relief, healing and balance throughout the day. Customize your experience by choosing one of our therapeutic aromatherapy blends to restore your well-being: Lavender for calming, Revitalizing for renewal, or Ginger for soothing.

PREGNANCY  $189 | 60 MINUTES or $279 | 90 MINUTES
This pampering experience - designed with the safety of the mother and child in mind –involves gentle or unscented oils and support cushions for optimum comfort.
FACIAL TREATMENTS

ADVANCED REPAIR FACIAL $315 | 90 MINUTES
This results-oriented treatment is customized to address specific skin conditions, including hyperpigmentation, sensitivity, oily skin and premature aging. Includes an exfoliating multi-acid peel on the face, neck, décolleté and hands to renew the skin, a deep-cleansing massage to promote circulation and a masque to balance and nourish the skin. A customized intensive serum treatment and a heated hand treatment complete the experience.

BRIGHTENING FACIAL $209 | 60 MINUTES or $315 | 90 MINUTES
The Ultimate Facial for brightness and luminosity. Advanced formulas target, hands, face, neck and décolleté for immediate improvement in texture, tone, clarity and luminosity. Using a powerful blend of skin-illuminating botanicals along with a multi-acid peel and a unique cooling masque with luminous rice, skin appears lighter, brighter and more refined.

ANDA VITAL NUTRIENT FACIAL $209 | 60 MINUTES
Envelop skin and soul in a restorative refuge that allows both to renew, transform and strengthen. After nourishing the spirit with self-love meditation, multi-function organic products rich in adaptogenic vital nutrients will visibly revitalize the skin. A massage cleanse, paired masques and custom ANDA product blend are enhanced with specialized Gua Sha techniques and dynamic structured water elixir to provide proven results.

CUSTOM CLEANSE FACIAL $199 | 60 MINUTES or $299 | 90 MINUTES
Transform your skin with the power of essential oils. This customized facial is perfect for all skin types and will target your specific skin care needs, including dryness and dehydration, problematic and congested skin, or dull skin that needs an instant boost. Your therapist will do a full consultation and choose a plan that works best for you.

GENTLEMAN’S FACIAL $199 | 60 MINUTES or $299 | 90 MINUTES
This deep-cleansing and revitalizing facial is designed specifically for the needs of men’s skin, including exfoliation and razor burn relief. To complete the treatment, a face, neck and shoulder massage is performed making this the traditional barber experience (without the shave). Additional care is taken to analyze the skin for sensitivities and specific conditions.

FACIAL ENHANCEMENTS

EYE RESCUE $49 | 15 MINUTES
PARAFFIN FOR HANDS & FEET $49 | 15 MINUTES
BACK TREATMENT $99 | 30 MINUTES

NUFACE DIGITAL FACIAL $49 | 30 MINUTES
HAIR & SCALP TREATMENT $49 | 15 MINUTES
FOOT MASSAGE $49 | 15 MINUTES
FAIRMONT SIGNATURE EXPRESSIONS

Signature Expressions bring together the key elements of face and body as one. We place careful emphasis on creating locally inspired experiences that will leave you feeling connected to the surroundings while encouraging restoration of personal energies.

JASPER’S INDULGENCE

This indulgent experience will relieve muscle tension, promote detoxification and hydration, and leave you feeling renewed. In this journey you will receive a nourishing 90-minute Jasper Wrap, accompanied with an indulgent back facial, and hydrating hair and scalp treatment. You will be sure drift off throughout.

ROCKIES RITUAL

Give your feet, back and face the love it deserves. You will start your experience with a mineral foot soak and scrub that will help bring your body balance and promote relaxation. Further relax with a back treatment including an exfoliation, lotion application and moor mud mask. To finish off the experience you will be cocooned in warmth and comfort while your face is treated to a 90-minute facial utilizing essential oils that are customized to target your specific skincare needs. This treatment is sure to promote clearer, brighter skin and deep relaxation.

SPA ESSENTIALS | PACKAGES

HEAD TO TOE

Treat yourself to a Classic Manicure, Classic Pedicure and your choice of one of the following 60 minute experiences: Jasper Wrap, Custom Cleanse Facial or Relaxation Massage.

HEAD TO TOE DELUXE

Enhance your Head to Toe treatment with an Aroma Manicure and Alpine Pedicure, and one of the following 60 minute experiences: Jasper Wrap, Custom Cleanse Facial or Relaxation Massage.

ACTIVE OUTDOORSMAN

Achieve a heightened sense of relaxation and well-being with a 60-minute Stress Relief Massage and a deep cleansing Gentleman’s Facial.
NAIL SERVICES

ALPINE PEDICURE $115 | 60 MINUTES
This pedicure helps to stimulate circulation, as well as, revitalize and remineralize tired feet. Feet are soaked in mineral salts and eucalyptus oil, exfoliated with a creamy eucalyptus salt mixture, and massaged with a natural foot balm rich in menthol, eucalyptus and lavender. A paraffin treatment completes the experience.

FOOT GROOMING FOR MEN $115 | 60 MINUTES
This pedicure helps stimulate circulation, as well as, revitalize and remineralize tired feet. Feet are soaked in mineral salts and eucalyptus oil, exfoliated with a creamy eucalyptus salt mixture, and massaged with a natural foot balm rich in menthol, eucalyptus and lavender. A paraffin treatment completes the experience.

AROMA MANICURE $115 | 60 MINUTES
This deluxe manicure incorporates a unique multi-acid hand exfoliation treatment based on four natural plant enzymes. Hands are soaked in minerals and essential oils, massaged with aromatherapy oil and nourished with a paraffin treatment.

HAND GROOMING FOR MEN $115 | 60 MINUTES
This deluxe manicure incorporates a multi-acid peel for hand exfoliation, moisturizing myrrh nail oil, a hand soak in muscle-relieving minerals and essential oils. Treatment is completed with nourishing paraffin, and a relaxing hand and arm massage.

CLASSIC MANICURE $85 | 45 MINUTES
This treatment includes a hand soak, nail shaping, massage and polish application.

CLASSIC PEDICURE $95 | 45 MINUTES
Add spring to your step with a foot soak, exfoliation, nail shaping, massage, and polish application.

NAIL ENHANCEMENTS

SHELLAC POLISH APPLICATION $29
SHELLAC POLISH REMOVAL $29
EYE RESCUE $49 | 15 MINUTES
MAKESUP SERVICES

MINERAL MAKEUP LESSON $129 | 60 MINUTES
Enjoy a one-to-one session with our makeup specialist, who will teach you how to masterfully apply products from the Jane Iredale Mineral Makeup collection.

MINERAL MAKEUP APPLICATION $89 | 45 MINUTES
Using the award-winning Jane Iredale Mineral Makeup collection, our experts will create the perfect look for you.

BRIDAL MINERAL MAKEUP APPLICATION $109 | 45 MINUTES
Using the award-winning Jane Iredale Mineral Makeup collection, our experts will create the perfect look for your wedding day.

MAKEUP ENHANCEMENTS

EYE RESCUE $29 | 15 MINUTES
HAND TREATMENT $29 | 15 MINUTES
STRIP LASHES $49 | 15 MINUTES

EXPRESS TREATMENTS & ADD-ONS

For those that are short on time or wish to upgrade any of our spa treatments, we have created a selection of express experiences to choose from.

HEAD, NECK & SHOULDERS $119 | 30 MINUTES
ORGANIC ALOE QUENCH WRAP $119 | 30 MINUTES
HANDS & FEET $119 | 30 MINUTES
TURKISH BODY SCRUB $119 | 30 MINUTES
BACK TREATMENT $119 | 30 MINUTES (add-on only)
REFRESHER FACIAL $119 | 30 MINUTES
IN-ROOM SPA KITS

Bring the healing powers of the spa to your guest room and start your experience on arrival. Our In-Room Spa Kits can be delivered to your room, or made available for pick-up at the Spa. In addition to the below, we have a wide selection Spa Kits to meet your specific needs.

For more information, or to order your In-Room Spa Kit, please contact us at 780 852 6014 or email us jpl.spa@fairmont.com.

POST ADVENTURE ESSENTIALS $180
Reward your body after a day full of adventure. Kerstin Florian’s Mineral Wellness Soak contains over 60 trace minerals including magnesium, colloidal silver and iron to nourish and heal the body. Use the Fub Balm infused with menthol and pine bark to help ease your achy muscles while the Ginger Body Oil can be applied to the skin or in the bath to promote circulation and stimulate tired muscles.

Includes:
• Kerstin Florian Mineral Wellness Soak | 16 oz
• Kerstin Florian Fub Balm | 4.5 fl oz
• Kerstin Florian Ginger Bath & Body Oil | 3.4 fl oz

SUN SOOTHER $180
Get out of the heat with these cooling and healing products. Kerstin Florian’s organic Aloe Gel uses the core of the aloe plant to remove heat from any skin irritation, while the healing properties of lavender in the Lavender Body Oil ensures a speedy recovery. Finally, the cooling Algae Gel Face Masque is the perfect way to complete this head to toe experience.

Includes:
• Kerstin Florian Aloe Gel | 6 fl oz
• Kerstin Florian Lavender Bath & Body Oil | 3.4 fl oz
• Kerstin Florian Rehydrating Algae Gel Masque | 2.7 fl oz

ULTIMATE HYDRATION QUENCH $250
This Kerstin Florian leading duo is sure to quench your skin’s thirst. The Hyaluronic Serum binds 1000 times it’s weight in water to the surface of the skin, while the Rescue Crème seals in the moisture and protects from environmental stressors to soothe redness. Improvement in skin texture is often seen within the first application. Can be used both day and night on your face, neck and décolleté.

Includes:
• Kerstin Florian Correcting Hyaluronic Serum | 1 fl oz
• Kerstin Florian Correcting Rescue Crème | 1.7 fl oz
IN-ROOM SPA KITS

GOLFERS GO TO
All the essentials you’ll need after a successful day on the greens. Kerstin Florian’s Calm Mind Aromatherapy has a unique blend of lavender and peppermint that can be used on the temples to ease tension, while Tata Harper’s Recovery Gel has a cooling effect on tired muscles. Spot treat tension points with Arnica Patches to help target knots for over 10 hours. Finally, set your self up for your next game and keep those golf shoes fresh with the Footlogix Foot Deodorant Spray.

Includes:
• Kerstin Florian Calm Mind Aromatherapy | 0.5 fl oz
• Kerstin Florian Fub Balm | 4.5 fl oz
• Natural Patches of Vermont - Muscle & Joint Essential Oil Patches | 10 patches
• Footlogix Foot Deodorant Spray | 4.23 fl oz

SWEET DREAMS
Catch some ‘zzz’s with this French lavender inspired package. Lavender is known for it’s healing properties and relaxation inducing aromas. Organic Lavender Body and Facial oils are used to enhance relaxation transdermally while lavender infused patches promote rest and relaxation for 12 hours. A lavender eye pillow is the finishing touch with this package.

Includes:
• Kerstin Florian Lavender Bath & Body Oil | 3.4 fl oz
• Kerstin Florian Clarifying Lavender Facial Oil | 1 fl oz
• Natural Patches of Vermont Sleep Comfort Formula Essential Oil Patches | 5 patches
• Kerstin Florian Lavender Dream Eye Pillow

MINERAL IMMUNITY
Boost your immune system and harness the power of magnesium, colloidal silver and calcium in each of these products. Mineral deficiency is becoming more common and it is proven that the best absorption of minerals is through the skin. Exfoliate dull skin with this eucalyptus-infused body scrub before bathing in our Mineral Wellness Soak, followed by the Thermal Mineral Shower and Bath Gel. Soothe achy muscles with our Remineralizing Body Crème.

Includes:
• Kerstin Florian Turkish Body Scrub | 11.6 oz
• Kerstin Florian Mineral Wellness Soak | 16 oz
• Kerstin Florian Thermal Mineral Shower/Bath Gel | 13.5 fl oz
• Kerstin Florian Remineralizing Body Crème | 4.5 fl oz
OUR PRODUCT PHILOSOPHY

Fairmont Spas place emphasis on many aspects when choosing products for each of our Spas around the world. With luxury in mind, each brand selected demands quality and results-driven treatments, which are personalized to suit the needs of our valued guests. Environmental sustainability is considered whenever and wherever possible, which reflects our social responsibility. Our relationships with the product houses are important to ensure that we have premium spa products and training available for every encounter with our guests.

EUFORA
BEAUTY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
As keepers of the planet for future generations, Eufora is dedicated to embracing sustainable practices in every phase of their business. They take a proactive approach to minimizing the environmental impact that our daily activities have on our world, and they believe in creating integral products that respect the environment and the people who use them. Today, all Eufora hair care products meet the most rigorous standards in formulation, utilizing Certified Organic Aloe along with nearly 75 different natural plant extracts and essential oils, all of which are classified as renewable resources and considered biodegradable. Eufora never uses mineral oil or artificially created colorants. Their fragrances are complex and naturally derived.

JANE IREDALE
THE SKIN CARE MAKEUP™ HYPOALLERGENIC & DERMATOLOGIST TESTED.
From multitasking natural mineral makeup to healthy skin care formulas, they create clean beauty products that are as good for the skin as they are beautiful to wear. Using the highest-quality minerals available and organic ingredients when possible, their full line of hypoallergenic, cruelty-free skin care makeup is truly as nourishing for your spirit as it is for your skin.

KERSTIN FLORIAN
LUXURY, NATURAL SKIN CARE
Born in the scenic landscape of Sweden, Kerstin Florian has always been inspired by nature, its energy and its intrinsic connection to wellness. Her gift for blending nature into innovative products and experiential results driven treatments led her to craft her namesake line of products, built upon the four cornerstones embraced in her holistic approach to skincare: Proper Nutrition – Regular Exercise – Peace of Mind – Care of the Face & Body.
APPOINTMENTS

CONTACT US
T  +1 780 852 6014
E  jplspa@fairmont.com
Online at fairmont.com/jasper/spa

CANCELLATION POLICY
To cancel or reschedule an appointment, please notify the spa 24 hours in advance. If we cannot resell your appointment with 24 hours notice, it will be charged to your credit card. Cancellation of packages requires 48 hours notice.

TAXES AND SERVICE CHARGES
For your convenience, a 15% service charge and 5% GST will be added to all spa experiences and packages. Rates are subject to change.